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Dee Jay

Dee Jay is a player character played by Ace.

Dee Jay
Species & Gender: Human Cyborg M

Date of Birth: YE 16
Organization: Psychopomp
Occupation: Espionage/Entertainment

Current Placement: Psychopomp

Physical Description

Jay is 6' 2“ with an athletic build akin to that of a pro biker. Most of his body has been replaced with
cybernetics and he has replacement organs. On his chest are two speakers and on his arm is an interface
that allows him to change his voice. Jay has green eyes and short cut black hair. He has chisled facial
features.

Personality

Jay is a very bubbly person and gets fired up very easily. He has the typical attitude for a DJ but is very
serious about his job espionage or entertainment. He is a very easy person to approach and talk to. He
loves company and treats everyone. It is hard to get on his bad side but when someone does he makes
sure they know it.

History

Dee Jay was born in YE 16.

Jay has had a love of music and entertainment from a young age. He was born into a family of spies and
was trained in the ways of espionage. Even so his parents allowed him to follow his passion and when he
got older his parents convinced him to follow both. Romanov gave an offer to both Jay and his parents
that would allow Jay to follow his passion as well as follow his parents line of work. After accepting the
offer Jay became a Cyborg and began working for Psychopomp as an entertainer and spy. He changed his
name to Dee Jay after the operation.

Social Connections

Dee Jay is connected to:
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Kristen Romanov - Best friend and employer
Hannah Smith - Mother
Kyle Smith - Father

Skills Learned

Communications

Jay is fluent in every language thanks to a built in translator into his cybernetic systems. He can also
change how his voice sounds thanks to his cybernetics and can mimic any voice if he's heard it for long
enough.

Entertainment

Jay is an amazing singer and pro remixer. He can easily hype up a group.

Fighting

Jay has basic hand to hand training as well as weapons training.

Knowledge

Jay has a perfect memory thanks to his cybernetics. He also can download information to expand his
knowledge.

Physical

Jay is above average in all physical abilities due to his cybernetics.

Rogue

Jay is profeceint at all forms of espionage thanks to his parents training from a young age.

Technology Operation

Jay is a profeceint hacker thanks to both his cybernetics and his years of espionage training.
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Inventory & Finance

Dee Jay has the following items:

OOC Information

In the case Ace becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I am gone for a year? YES

Character Data
Character Name Dee Jay
Character Owner Ace
Character Status Inactive Player Character
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